
ABSTRACT 

HARRIS, ELIZABETH ANNE. The Chemopreventive Effect of CP-31398. (Under the 
direction of Dr. Paul Mozdziak.) 
 

 Epithelial ovarian cancer is the most lethal form of gynecological cancer, primarily 

due to the late stage of detection and the aggressive nature of the disease. Ovarian 

adenocarcinomas, like most other cancers, are associated with a mutation in the tumor 

suppressor protein, p53. The synthetic styrylquinazoline CP-31398 has been shown to aid in 

the restoration of the DNA-binding activity of p53 in mutant cells, decreasing the likelihood 

of malignant tumor development. Historically, CP-31398 has not been studied in an animal 

model that accurately reflects the biological circumstances affiliated with human ovarian 

cancer development. While the reproductive strategies of the human and the hen differ, both 

spontaneously develop ovarian neoplasms. No animal or cell model besides the domestic hen 

naturally recapitulates the spontaneous development of ovarian cancer that occurs in the 

human. To assess the acute effects of the p53-rescue compound on hen physiology, 24 

sexually mature white leghorn domestic laying hens were provided with diets containing 

various amounts of CP-31398 for 15 days. The control group (n=6) was given feed with 0 

mg/kg CP-31398, the low dose treatment group (n=6) received 100 mg/kg CP-31398, the 

moderate dose treatment group (n=6) received 200 mg/kg CP-31398, and the high dose 

treatment group (n=6) was fed 400 mg/kg CP-31398. Upon the completion of the 15-day 

preliminary trial, the hens were necropsied and examined for gross pathology and 

histological abnormalities, and no initial signs of drug-induced toxicity for any treatment 



group were observed. To investigate the long-term impact of CP-31398 on hen health and the 

prevalence of ovarian cancer, 576 hens of 104 weeks of age were maintained on the 

treatment diets The control group (n=144) was given feed with 0 mg/kg CP-31398, the low 

dose treatment group (n=144) received 100 mg/kg CP-31398, the moderate dose treatment 

group (n=144) received 200 mg/kg CP-31398, and the high dose treatment group (n=144) 

was fed 300 mg/kg CP-31398. After 23 months, and were necropsied to determine the 

incidence of cancer, which was verified by histological analysis. This study allowed for the 

expansion of the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) human 

ovarian staging system to more accurately portray the wide array of tumors found in a large-

scale avian study. Accurate gross and histological classification systems for hen reproductive 

malignancies provide greater insight into neoplasm development as a model for human 

gynecological cancers. While signs of drug-induced hepatotoxicity at levels higher that 300 

ppm CP-31398 were observed, treatment within therapeutic ranges yielded up to a 77% 

lower incidence of ovarian cancer compared to hens in the control group. CP-31398 

significantly lowers the incidence of ovarian adenocarcinomas in the hen model, and is an 

effective tool for chemoprevention against ovarian malignancies that could eventually be 

applied to human cancer prevention.  
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Ovarian Cancer 

Ovarian cancer is the most lethal of all human gynecological cancers (American 

Cancer Society, 2012), and exhibits the highest death-to-incidence ratio among the top ten 

forms of cancer affecting American women (Jamal et al., 2008). Historically, human ovarian 

cancer treatment has been limited by many factors, including the lack of effective methods of 

chemoprevention, the late stage of diagnosis, and the lack of a suitable animal model for 

researching the disease. (Rodriquez et al., 2001).  

Unlike breast cancer, early stage ovarian cancer can be asymptomatic, and there are 

few reliable blood markers available for detection and diagnosis (Hollstein et al., 1991). 

However, like over 50% of human cancers, ovarian cancer is associated with mutations that 

inactivate the p53 tumor suppressor protein, which normally prevents inappropriate cell 

proliferation. p53 was discovered in 1979 as a cellular protein bound to the proto-oncogene 

SV40 large T antigen (De Leo et al., 1979; Kress et al., 1979; Lanc and Crawford, 1979; 

Linzer and Levine, 1979; Wiman et al., 2007).  

In normal cells, p53 induces DNA repair, cell cycle arrest, and apoptosis in response 

to genotoxic stressors including hypoxia, DNA damage, or oncogene activation (Wang et al., 

2003). The wild-type p53 tetramer binds specifically to the DNA p53 recognition element to 
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regulate the expression of target genes. The recognition element consists of 2 10-base pair 

half sites containing inverted 5-base pair quarter sites, 5’- RRRC(A/T)(T/A)GYYY -3’, and 

each half site is separated by 0-13 variable base pairs (Weinberg et al., 2004). The tetramer 

configuration of p53 maintains a stable complex formation with DNA for the transactivation 

of target genes for cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. 

Loss of p53 function can occur through the mutation of the tumor protein 53 gene 

(TP53), or through the altered function of mouse double minute-2 (MDM2) gene (Sutherland 

et al., 2012). MDM2 is a target gene bound by p53 that encodes another protein responsible 

for binding p53 and initiating its degradation in a negative feedback loop (Wang et al., 2003). 

When the MDM2 gene is mutated, the p53 is not degraded and accumulates. The p53 

signaling pathway is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Most human TP53 mutations involve single amino acid changes, which destabilize 

the p53 protein conformation (Wang et al., 2003). p53 mutations can also yield gain-of-

function activity, contributing to the malignant nature of tumor cells. Mutant p53 exhibits a 

key difference in normal versus tumor cells, and is therefore a prime target for novel cancer 

therapy.  
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Figure 1.1: p53 Signaling Pathway. Normally, p53 binds to the regulatory region of the MDM2 gene to 
induce transcription of the MDM2 protein. Non-phosphorylated p53 is ubiquitylated (Ub) and inhibited by 
the MDM2 protein. Ubiquitylated p53 is degraded by the 26S proteasome. As p53 levels fall, so does the 
MDM2 transcription rate, which allows for increasing p53 in a negative feedback loop. When a cell 
experiences genotoxic or cellular stess, ubiquitylation does not occur, and p53 accumulates. p53 
Activation or Inhibition: The cellular kinases ATM, ATR, Chk1, and Chk2 are responsible for 
phosphorylating (P) different p53 serine residues in response to DNA damage. PML binds p53, and brings 
it into contact with CBP-P300, which acetylates (Ac) p53 lysine residues. Acetylation of lysine residues 
and phosphorylation of serine residues activates p53, and blocks the MDM2 binding site, allowing for p53 
stabilization. Active p53 can promote cell cycle inhibition, apoptosis, DNA repair, and anti-angiogenesis. 
p14

ARF 
is activated upon oncogene activation, and either binds or sequesters MDM2 to inhibit activity that 

prevents p53 function. Cell Cycle Arrest: p21
WAF1/CIP1 

is directly stimulated by p53, and inhibits CDK cell 
cycle regulators to interrupt the G1 to S and G2 to mitosis transitions. p53 activates Reprimo to cause G2 
mitotic arrest through a CDK mechanism that is not yet understood. p53 stimulates 14-3-3σ protein 
expression, which sequesters cyclin B1-CDK1 complexes out of the nucleus, and results in a G2 block. 
Apoptosis: p53 binds to the regulatory region of the Bax gene to induce transcription of the Bax protein, 
which initiates the opening of mitochondrial voltage-dependent anion channels to induce apoptosis. 
PUMA and P53AIP1 initiates mitochondrial release of cytochrome c, which activates caspases to destroy 
the cell. The TNFs Fas, DR5, PERP induce extrinsic apoptosis through caspase activation. Noxa and DISC 
activate caspases, which induce apoptosis. DNA Repair: GADD45 interacts with MTK1 to activate 
JNK/p38-mediated apoptosis. p53 R2) is directly controlled by p53 and provides nucleotide supply to 
repair damaged DNA. Anti-Angiogenesis: Tsp1 interacts with cell adhesion receptors, inhibiting 
tumorigenesis and angiogenesis. BaI1 contains p53 binding sites, and is activated by p53 to prevent the 
angiogenesis that promotes metastasis. (El-Deiry, 1998; Vogelstein et al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2002; 
Wang et al., 2003; Bossi and Sacchi, 2006). 
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1.2 The Hen as a Model for Human Ovarian Cancer 
 

Experimental animal models are essential to understanding the molecular basis of 

ovarian cancer to develop effective approaches to prevention and treatment. Currently, few 

adequate animal models exist that faithfully recapitulate the development of ovarian cancer 

in humans (Giles et al., 2006). In addition, human cell lines from excised tumors cannot be 

used to understand the early etiology of the disease. While approaches such as 

xenotransplantation of cell lines and the development of transgenic mouse models have a role 

in research, few animal models of epithelial ovarian cancer are available in mammalian 

systems that offer naturally occurring, spontaneous epithelial ovarian cancer. 

Rat model and in vitro studies do not accurately reflect the basic biological events 

that occur in spontaneous ovarian cancer developments because chemical or genetic 

induction of ovarian cancer is normally required (Bosquet et al., 2011). The domestic hen 

(gallus domesticus) represents an alternative to the commonly used chemically or genetically 

engineered mouse models (Lu et al., 2009). In the hen, ovarian tumors occur spontaneously 

and at high frequency, simulating the occurrence of ovarian cancer in pre-menopausal 

women (Fathalla, 1971; Fredrickson, 1987; Zhuge et al., 2009). The spontaneous 

development of ovarian malignancies in hens 2 years of age and older makes the domestic 

hen an attractive model for early intervention as well as prevention. 

Similar to human ovarian cancer, p53 mutations in ovarian cancer of the hen appear 

to be associated with lifetime ovulations, increasing in incidence with age (Fredrickson, 

1987; Hakim et al., 2009). The domestic hen has ovarian cancer incidence rate of up to 25% 

at 4 years of age (Fredrickson, 1987; Giles et al., 2006). Hens and humans both experience 
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the repeated cycles of epithelial rupture and repair that are associated ovulation. Repeated 

damage to the ovarian epithelium may increase the risk of genetic errors and mutations that 

lead to neoplasms (Fathalla, 1971). Ovarian adenocarcinomas in the hen have alterations in 

molecular biomarkers such as p53, ras, and HER-2/neu, which are similar to those described 

in human ovarian cancer (Hakim et al., 2009). The sexually mature hen serves as an excellent 

model for ovarian cancer in pre-menopausal women, and should be explored in a large-scale 

setting. 

 Recently, Barua et al., 2009 used the 4-stage International Federation of Gynecology 

and Obstetrics (FIGO) human ovarian gross pathological staging system to classify hen 

reproductive tumors. While the 4-stage FIGO classification system is acceptable in a small-

scale avian trial, the hen presents a wider range of reproductive neoplasms that should be 

considered in a large-scale pre-clinical trial, to properly assess the etiology and progression 

of the disease as it relates to humans.  

 

1.3 CP-31398 

The function of p53 is to prevent the development of cancers through regulation of 

the cell cycle and in DNA repair (Takimoto and El-Deiry, 2001). The p53 tumor suppressor 

gene is among the most frequently altered genes in ovarian cancer (Hakim et al., 2009). In a 

study of 316 human high-grade serous ovarian adenocarcinomas, 96% were found to have a 

mutation in the p53 gene (Bell et al., 2011). The incidence of p53 mutations in ovarian 

cancers within flocks of untreated hens is as high as 93% (Hakim et al., 2009). Most p53 

mutations occur in the DNA binding domain of the p53 protein and about 80% are missense 
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point mutations. Reactivation of mutant p53 causes selective apoptosis of tumor cells (Tang 

et al., 2007; Rao et al., 2009). An example of an agent that rescues and reactivates mutant 

p53 is the synthetic styrylquinazoline CP-31398 (Demma et al., 2004).  

CP-31398 is considered a cell death-inducing small compound because it resumes the 

wild-type p53 ability to stop the division of malignant cells (Foster et al., 1999). It was 

discovered in an in vitro screen for drugs that have the ability to modify mutant p53 and 

stabilize the wild type conformation. CP-31398 was shown to stabilize the p53 DNA binding 

domain, increasing the stability of the Ala-173 and His-273 core domains of mutant p53 in 

vitro. CP-31398 also reduces the incidence of cancer through a proposed stabilization of p53 

function, and associated signaling pathways, in genetically driven mutant p53 Li- Fraumeni 

cells in vitro (Herbert et al., 2003), and in a variety of animal models in vivo (Tang et al., 

2007; Rao et al., 2009). Some studies suggest that CP-31398 could interact with p53 directly, 

binding to p53 during biosynthesis before the protein is fully folded to promote the wild type 

conformation (Bykov et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003). Other studies indicate that CP-31398 

may be a DNA intercalator, rather than binding to the p53 protein itself, and prevents 

dissociation through DNA incorporation (Rippin et al., 2002). 

While the mechanism of CP-31398 interacting within p53 itself is unclear, it has been 

shown to induce p53 target genes, and promote mutant p53 to bind to p53 response elements 

in vivo (Luu et al., 2002; Takimoto et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003). CP-31398 restores wild-

type confirmation to mutant p53 protein. It can be used to stabilize and promote the activity 

of wild-type p53 in cells by inhibiting Mdm2-mediated ubiquitination and degradation, and 

may also up-regulate wild-type p53 levels in tumor cell lines (Bykov et al., 2002; Luu et al., 
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2002; Wang et al., 2003). Notably, p53 is stabilized by CP-31398 without phosphorylating 

the protein on serine 15 or 20, a hallmark of p53 activation by DNA damaging agents. 

In cell lines that are either mutant or wild type for p53, CP-31398 induces cell cycle 

arrest or apoptosis, independent of genotype. It is possible that the nature of p53 mutations in 

ovarian cancer in the hen may affect the response of these tumors to intervention by CP-

31398 or by other small molecules that affect p53 (Takimoto et al., 2002). In addition to CP-

31398, PRIMA1 and CDB3 peptide are also small molecules that may restore p53 function 

(Bykov et al., 2002; A. Friedler et al., 2002). Although the exact mechanisms of CP-31398 

and other p53 modulators used p53 function are unknown, previous studies have 

demonstrated the feasibility of preventing cancer using CP-31398 (Rao et al., 2008; Xu et al., 

2010; Johnson et al., 2011; Kapetanovic et al., 2012). 

Demma et al., 2004 has shown that CP-31398 promotes the DNA binding activity of 

p53 in vitro. In another study, wild-type p53 protein was stabilized upon CP-3198 exposure 

(Takimoto et al., 2002). Upon exposure to CP-31398, 6 out of 9 human cancer cell lines 

underwent apoptosis, and 2 went into cell cycle arrest. Recent studies in mice suggest that 

dietary CP-31398 can suppress the formation of intestinal adenoma development in mice 

(Rao et al., 2008). CP-31398 was also shown to have protective effects for UAB-induced 

skin cancer and suppression of human colon tumor xenografts (Wang et al., 2006; Tang et 

al., 2007). 

Mutant p53 no longer has the ability to activate the downstream genes that are 

necessary for DNA repair, cell cycle regulation, and apoptosis (Rao et al., 2008). CP-31398 

can rescue destabilized mutant p53, and promote the normal activity of wild-type p53 to 
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suppress tumor growth and malignant cell activity, providing an effective pharmacological 

approach to chemoprevention. Testing CP-31398 treatment on hen reproductive health may 

provide novel methods of ovarian cancer therapy that can be used in clinical applications for 

the pre-menopausal woman. 

 

1.4 Objectives 

The aged hen serves as an exceptional pre-clinical model for studying the 

development, presentation, progression, and prevention of epithelial ovarian cancer. The first 

goal of the current study was to investigate the impact of compound on hen physiology, and 

identify tolerable doses of CP-31398 for the hen to avoid toxicity. The second goal was to 

demonstrate the efficacy of CP-31398 as a method of chemoprevention using the hen as a 

model for human ovarian cancer. The final goal of the study was to identify comprehensive 

gross pathological and histological classification systems for reproductive tumors in the hen 

to better evaluate ovarian cancer pathology.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Preliminary Trial 

2.1 Introduction 

CP-31398 is a synthetic styrylquinazoline that targets mutant p53, providing an 

effective pharmacological approach to chemoprevention (Rao et al., 2008). Reactivation of 

mutant p53 causes selective apoptosis of tumor cells (Tang et al., 2007; Rao et al., 2009). 

While CP-31398 is considered to be a cell death-inducing small compound (Foster et al., 

1999), its p53-independent toxicity has been suggested as the limiting factor in its clinical 

use (Bykov et al., 2003). 

The liver plays an important role in maintaining homeostasis within the body, and is 

also one of the primary organs involved in drug metabolism. The liver was found to be the 

site of limiting toxicity by CP-31398 in rats (Johnson et al., 2011; Kapetanovic et al., 2012), 

suggesting a threshold for CP-31398 metabolism. This p53 rescue compound has not 

previously been used in a large-scale avian study, and therefore, the maximum tolerated dose 

of the drug has not yet been determined in the domestic hen model. A short-term dose-

response study was conducted to determine non-toxic doses of CP-31398 in the domestic 

hen. The objective of a toxicity trial is to identify the optimal dosing ranges for bird health to 

avoid hepatotoxicity for use in a large-scale chemopreventive trial. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Drug Administration 

 A short-term dose-response study was conducted to estimate the appropriate 

treatment doses of CP-31398 to be used in a full chemoprevention trial. Before providing 

experimental diets, the birds were moved into individual cages and fed the standard corn-soy 

laying hen ration (Supplementary Feed Table) to acclimate to the diet. Sexually mature 

domestic laying hens (n = 24) were divided into 4 groups and provided with feed containing 

varying amounts of CP-31398 for 14 days as described in Table 2.1. The CP-31398 

compound was verified by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis prior 

to the initiation of the toxicity trial. 

 
 

Table 2.1. Treatment Group Parameters for Preliminary Trial. 
Treatment Group Number of Birds Amount of CP-31398 in Feed 

Control 6 0 mg CP-31398 / kg feed 
Low Dose 6 100 mg CP-31398 / kg feed 

Moderate Dose 6 200 mg CP-31398 / kg feed 
High Dose 6 400 mg CP-31398 / kg feed 

 

 

CP-31398 intake per hen was predicted based on the daily feed consumption of the 

hens prior to the initiation of the trial, measuring 100 g/bird/day. The daily intake of CP-

31398 was estimated as 0 mg/day for the control group, 10 mg/day for the low dose 

treatment group (100 mg/kg * 0.10 kg), 20 mg/day for the moderate dose treatment group 

(200 mg/kg * 0.10), and 40 mg/day for the high dose treatment group (400 mg/kg * 0.10 kg). 
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2.2.2 Blood Collection and CP-31398 Analysis 

Blood samples were taken from individual birds at days 0, 3, 7, and 15. Using a 23-

gauge needle, 1.5-2 cc of blood was drawn from the brachial vein into a 3mL syringe 

containing 0.3mL of 0.13M ethylenediamintetracetic acid (EDTA) for anticoagulation. The 

filter sterilized EDTA solution was made by dissolving 12.1g disodium EDTA into 250mL 

1x PBS. Blood samples were transported on ice, and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 100xg. 

Plasma was gently removed and stored at -80°C until analysis. The concentration of CP-

31398 in circulation was determined using HPLC by the Golden LEAF Biomanufacturing 

Training and Education Center Analytical Lab. 

 

2.2.3 Tissue Collection and Histological Analysis 

After 14 days, the birds were euthanized by cervical dislocation, then necropsied and 

examined for gross abnormalities in the oral cavity, crop, intestines, liver, kidneys, and 

reproductive tract. Gross abnormalities were dissected from the tissue samples, and were 

fixed in 10% neutral formalin buffer for 24 hours, and were transferred to 70% ethanol and 

stored at 4°C. The tissue samples were dehydrated in ethanol, cleared with xylene, and 

embedded in paraffin wax. Embedded tissues were sectioned and mounted on glass 

microscope slides. Slides were then stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and were 

evaluated by Dr. Oscar Fletcher, an American Veterinary Association Medical Board 

certified veterinary pathologist. 
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2.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Data were analyzed using the statistical program JMP9 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, 

NC), using the one way analysis of variance statistical model, and means were compared 

using the Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference test. Differences were considered 

significant at the P<0.05 level.  

 

 

2.3 Results & Discussion 

2.3.1 Preliminary Trial Tissue and Plasma Samples 

The dose-response trial indicated that there was no initial drug toxicity or abnormal 

pathology evident in the hen tissue samples, as verified by the veterinary pathologist. Hens 

within all treatment groups laid between 10-15 eggs during the dose-response trial, showing 

no initial decline in reproductive function based on CP-31398 intake. Plasma concentrations 

of CP-31398 increase generally in proportion to the dose provided, but appeared to become 

saturated at day 7 through 15 in birds receiving 200 ppm and 400 ppm CP-31398 (Figure 

2.1). There is a non-significant drop in plasma levels of CP-31398 in the high and moderate 

dose treatment groups at day 15 following saturation. 
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Figure 2.1A: Hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-31398 over time during preliminary 
trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 6; CP-100, n = 6; CP-200, n = 6; CP-400, n = 6 
at each sampling point. Figure 2.1B: Composite hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-
31398 by treatment group during preliminary trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 
18; CP-100, n = 18; CP-200, n = 18; CP-400, n = 18. Means with different superscript are 
significantly different  (P < 0.03) 
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2.3.2 Chemoprevention Trial Tissue Analysis and Dosing Adjustments 

Although there was no indication of acute drug toxicity in the initial toxicity trial, 

hepatotoxicity became evident in hens provided with 400 ppm CP-31398 by the 8th week of 

the subsequent chemoprevention trial. The high-dose treatment group CP-31398 

supplementation was reduced to prevent further liver damage. Plasma levels of CP-31398 

were monitored in each treatment group for the first 196 days of the large-scale 

chemoprevention trial, sampling 5 birds per treatment group once every 4 weeks.  

The liver hemorrhage and necrosis that developed in the chemoprevention trial was 

likely due to the chronic drug toxicity experienced with excessively high doses of CP-31398, 

as verified by the veterinary pathologist. No bile acid buildup was present in the hepatocytes, 

indicating that there was no cholestatic bile duct blockage causing the liver damage. Liver 

tissue also showed no signs of infection, and was not vacuolated, suggesting that fatty liver 

disease was not present. 

 

2.3.3 Chemoprevention Trial Feed and Plasma Analysis 

Blood plasma analysis during the large-scale chemoprevention trial indicated that, 

similar to the toxicity trial, the mean plasma concentrations of CP-31398 generally increased 

in proportion to the dose provided in feed (Figures 2.2-2.3). After the initial plasma analysis 

at day 28, the blood levels of CP-31398 did not maintain the expected concentrations. The 

large drop in CP-31398 plasma levels in the high-dose treatment group at day 56 (Figure 

2.2A) suggests that the liver may have reached its threshold for drug metabolism and began 

to lose function. There is also a drop in high-dose treatment group’s plasma levels of CP-
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31398 at day 116 (Figure 2.2A) of the chemoprevention trial when the birds were 

temporarily removed from the treatment diet. Figure 2.3 shows the plasma levels for all 

treatment groups between days 74-88 of the chemopreventive trial, during the time that the 

birds in the high dose treatment group were fed 0 ppm CP-31398. 

The amount of CP-31398 in the feed provided to the hens was monitored by sampling 

feed monthly from day 46 through day 154 of the chemoprevention trial (Figure 2.4). 

Samples were analyzed using HPLC. The amount of CP-31398 provided to hens in the high-

dose treatment group was temporarily reduced to 0 ppm for one month before it was 

reintroduced at 300 ppm, as reflected on the day 81 and day 88 feed sample measurements 

(Figure 2.4A). 
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Figure 2.2A: Hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-31398 by treatment group during 
chemoprevention trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 5; CP-100, n = 5; CP-200, n = 
5; CP-400/300, n = 5 at each sampling point. High dose treatment group removed from the 
400 ppm treatment diet at 112 weeks of age, as indicated by star (*), and reintroduced to the 
300 ppm treatment diet at 116 weeks of age, as indicated by double star (**). Values are 
means ± SEM: Control, n = 35; CP-100, n = 35; CP-200, n = 35; CP-400/300, n = 35. Figure 
2.2B: Hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-31398 by treatment group during 
chemoprevention trial. Means with different superscript are significantly different (P <  
0.03). 
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Figure 2.3A: Hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-31398 by treatment group during 
chemoprevention trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 2; CP-100, n = 2; CP-200, n = 
2; CP-400/300, n = 9. Figure 2.3B: Hen blood plasma concentrations of CP-31398 by 
treatment group during chemoprevention trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 6; CP-
100, n = 6; CP-200, n = 6; CP-400/300, n = 27. Means with different superscript are 
significantly different (P < 0.04). 
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Figure 2.4A: Mean concentrations of CP-31398 in feed by treatment group during 
chemoprevention trial. Control, n = 1; CP-100, n = 1; CP-200, n = 1; CP-400/300, n = 1. . 
High dose treatment group removed from the 400 ppm treatment diet at 112 weeks of age, as 
indicated by star (*), and reintroduced to the 300 ppm treatment diet at 116 weeks of age, as 
indicated by double star (**). Figure 2.4B: Concentrations of CP-31398 in feed by treatment 
group during chemoprevention trial. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n = 7; CP-100, n = 7; 
CP-200, n = 7; CP-400/300, n = 7. Means with different superscript are significantly different 
(P < 0.02). 
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2.3.4 Conclusions 

The liver functions to metabolize and detoxify both endogenous and exogenous 

substances (Boron and Boulpaep, 2012). Hepatocytes play important roles in detoxification 

mechanisms as well as the biotransformation of drugs through oxidation, reduction, and 

hydrolysis. As increased detoxification rates began to cause hepatic stress, drug-induced 

toxicity can manifest as hepatic cell necrosis. The hens showed signs of chronic 

hepatotoxicity at dosages greater than 300 mg/kg CP-31398, indicating the maximum 

tolerated dose of CP-31398 is 300 mg/kg for the hen.  

While overdosing causes hepatic damage, CP-31398 dosage is acceptable within 

therapeutic ranges, with no observable adverse effects. 14 days was an insufficient amount of 

time for a dose-response trial investigating possible CP-31398 drug-induced toxicity. 

Chronic hepatotoxicity did not become evident until after the initiation of the large-scale 

chemoprevention trial. Future studies should allow a minimum of 2 months to accurately 

assess the full physiological response of an animal to CP-31398. 
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Chapter 3 

 

The Effect of CP-31398 on Spontaneous Ovarian 
Cancer in the Domestic Hen 
 
3.1 Introduction 

Ovarian adenocarcinoma is the most lethal of all gynecological cancers, with a five-

year survival rate of 44% (American Cancer Society, 2012). Epithelial ovarian cancer is the 

fifth leading cause of female cancer mortalities (Jemal et al., 2007), and over 90% of ovarian 

cancers are epithelial in origin (Auersperg et al., 2001). The domestic chicken (Gallus 

domesticus) is an ideal animal model to study epithelial ovarian cancer etiology, 

development, and prevention, because prevalence of ovarian adenocarcinoma in the aged hen 

exceeds other species possibly due to the high number of ovulations a hen has in its lifetime 

(Frederickson, 1987). Increased gravidity and a reduction in ovulatory events have been 

linked with a decreased risk of ovarian cancer in the human (Engstrom et al., 1997). In the 

hen, decreased ovulation, generally with age, is associated with a decrease in epithelial 

ovarian cancer, supporting the incessant ovulation hypothesis (Fathalla, 1971; Hakim et al., 

2009). Commercial laying hens are specifically bred for high ovulation rates and egg 

production, and have naturally occurring, spontaneous development of epithelial ovarian 

cancer. The hen is one of the few animal models that experiences spontaneous developments 

of ovarian neoplasms (Giles et al., 2004). In ovarian cancer studies using rats, or other 

common model organisms, nonspontaneous development of epithelial ovarian cancer limits 
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the clinical relevance of the research (Stakleff et al., 2003). While mice and rats do exhibit 

ovarian epithelial damage with repeated ovulations, the association between the number of 

ovulations and the risk of ovarian cancer has not been demonstrated in rodent models (Clow 

et al., 2002). Using the hen as an animal model is an applicable, feasible approach to 

studying and understanding ovarian cancer. 

An additional benefit of using an animal model to study ovarian cancer is for a viable 

means of testing emerging treatments and chemopreventive agents. The transcription factor 

and tumor suppressor protein p53 is involved with differentiation, development, and 

carcinogenesis (Harris et al., 2005). Ovarian cancers exhibit a reduction or loss of p53 tumor 

suppressor gene function, which is an important contributor to the suppression of cell 

proliferation, induction of apoptosis, and the inhibition of angiogenesis (Wang et al., 2003). 

In a study of 316 human high-grade serous ovarian adenocarcinomas, 96% were found to 

have a mutation in the p53 gene (Bell et al., 2011). 

The synthetic styrylquinazoline CP-31398 may aid in the restoration of the DNA-

binding activity of p53 in cells where the TP53 gene is mutated (Demma et al., 2004). CP-

31398 is an ideal candidate for an avian chemopreventive study because of its ability to 

restore the wild-type phenotype of cells where p53 has been damaged and mutated over time. 

In a rodent study, CP-31398 was found to reduce the incidence of ovarian cancer through a 

proposed stabilization of p53 function (Rao et al., 2009).  

  While cancer treatment has been a heavily explored topic, chemoprevention has been 

a somewhat neglected field of study (Rodriguez-Burford et al., 2001). Understanding the 

etiology, prevention and molecular basis for epithelial ovarian cancer through 
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chemoprevention in an outstanding animal model promotes treatment development and risk 

reduction (Williams et al., 2007). The objective of the current chemopreventive trial was to 

assess the effect of p53 rescue drug CP-31398 on epithelial ovarian cancer rates in the hen, 

while also monitoring its influence on ovulation rates, mortality, feed consumption, and body 

weight. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Animal Husbandry  

Sexually mature single comb white leghorn Hyline W-36 strain commercial layer 

hens (n = 876) at 80 weeks of age were chosen for the chemopreventive trail. The birds were 

housed at the North Carolina Department of Agriculture Piedmont Research Station in 

Salisbury, NC for the duration of the study. The flock was maintained for 24 weeks before 

the initiation of the chemopreventive treatment, which was ample time to acclimate the birds 

to new housing conditions. The birds were fed a corn-soy based maintenance diet prepared at 

the North Carolina State University Feed Mill (Table 3.1). Water and feed were supplied ad 

libitum throughout the life of the flock.  

The temperature of the house was maintained at 23°C ± 6°C, with the relative 

humidity controlled at 70% ± 5%. The ventilation rate varied between 0.35 ft3 per minute per 

bird and 6.25 ft3 per minute per bird, increasing along with increased house temperatures. 

The light:dark cycle was 14 hours light:10 hours dark, using 20 lux lighting for the light 

cycle. The birds were housed with one hen per single wire cage, measuring 24” x 20” x 

23.5”, at 480 in2. For identification purposes, the wings of every hen were banded with tags 
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specifying the replicate number, cage number, and bird number for that particular hen. Each 

replicate consists of four cages containing birds that are part of the same treatment group. 

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of North Carolina State 

University approved all animal procedures. 

 

Table 3.1: Ingredients and Composition of Maintenance Feed 

Ingredients Percentage % Composition (percentage of 
maintenance feed) 

Corn 57.92% Energy 
Soybean Meal 17.50% 77.92% 
Wheat Bran 2.50%   
Poultry Meal 60% 7.40% Protein 
Limestone Fine 8.86% 7.40% 
Dicalcium Phosphate 18.5% 1.31%   
Methionine 99% 0.05% Vitamins/Minerals  

Salt 0.25% 11.08% 
  

PX NCSU BR Mineral (TM-
90) a 0.20%   
Choline Chloride 60 0.20%   
PX NCSU BR Vitamin 
(NCSU-90) b 0.10%  Molasses 
Selenium Premix NCSU 
0.02% c 0.10%  1.00% 
Cane Molasses d 1.00%   
Poultry Fat 2.61% Fat 
Total 100.00% 2.60% 
a Mineral Mix: cobalt (0.174ppm), copper (20.403 ppm), iodine (3.385 ppm), iron 
(0.034%), manganese (79.642 ppm), selenium (0.398 ppm), zinc (0.398 ppm)  per 
0.453 kg of maintenance feed. 

b Vitamin Mix: vitamin A (5.500 IU), vitamin B (127.78 ug), vitamin D (1,300 IU), 
vitamin E (13.33 mg), vitamin K (1.163 mg), biotin (0.118 mg), choline (750 mg), 
folic acid (0.668 mg), niacin (34.8 mg), pantothenic acid (10.36 mg), pyridoxine (1.2 
mg), riboflavin (3.686 mg), thiamin (2.087 mg) per 0.453 kg of maintenance feed. 

c Selenium Mix: 0.06% selenium per 0.453 kg  of maintenance feed. 
d Cane molasses was included for increased palatability. 
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3.2.2 Chemoprevention Study 

The 876 hens participating in the study were 104 weeks at the start of the 

chemopreventive trial. To determine a baseline incidence of ovarian and oviductal cancers, 

300 birds from the flock were killed by cervical dislocation, and examined for the presence 

of tumors. The remaining flock of 576 birds was divided into four treatment groups, each 

containing 144 birds. Each treatment group was administered the layer hen maintenance diet 

containing varying levels of CP-31398 (>99% purity; Indofine Chemical Company, Inc. 

Hillsborough, NJ), which was protected from light and stored desiccated at 2–6°C. The 

control treatment group received 0 ppm (mg/kg) CP-31398 (CP), the low dose treatment 

group received 100 ppm CP, the medium dose treatment group received 200 ppm CP, and the 

high dose treatment group received 400 ppm CP. Experimental diets were prepared by 

mixing concentrated CP-31398 premixes with the standard soy-corn maintenance diet using 

an industrial ribbon mixer to ensure uniform dispersion of the drug. CP-31398 intake per hen 

was predicted based on the daily feed consumption of the hens prior to the initiation of the 

chemopreventive trial, measuring 100 g/bird/day. The daily intake of CP-31398 was 

estimated as 0 mg/day for the control group, 10 mg/day for the low dose treatment group 

(100 mg/kg * 0.10 kg), 20 mg/day for the moderate dose treatment group (200 mg/kg * 0.10), 

and 40 mg/day for the high dose treatment group (400 mg/kg * 0.10 kg). The birds were fed 

these treatment diets for 23 months until the termination of the study.  

At 112 weeks of age, it became evident that the hens in the high dose treatment group 

(400 ppm CP-31398) were experiencing liver toxicity, likely from the high concentration of 

CP-31398. Similar CP-induced hepatotoxicity had previously been experienced in a rat study 
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by Rao et al., 2009. Rats that were ingesting high levels of the CP-31398 chemopreventive 

compound sustained significant  liver damage, while no toxicity was observed in the lower 

level treatment groups. To avoid further liver damage in the current study, the birds receiving 

400 ppm of CP-313198 were immediately removed from the chemopreventive treatment for 

4 weeks, and were then reintroduced at 300 ppm CP-31398 at 116 weeks of age. The 

estimated daily intake of CP was recalculated at 30 mg/day (300 mg/kg * 0.10 kg). The 

change in dosage protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC) of North Carolina State University, and was upheld for the remainder 

of the chemopreventive study. Following the decrease in the amount of CP-31398 

administered to the high dosage treatment group, there were fewer incidences of liver toxicity 

and hemorrhage, with overall reduction in the number of mortalities within the group.  

The ovulation rates, feed consumption, and body weights of all birds in the flock were 

closely monitored. Technicians observed the flock at least twice daily, surveilling bird health 

status, and recording the number of eggs produced within each replicate per diem to measure 

ovulation rate. Individual body weights of all hens were documented at the initiation and 

termination of the study, but for the duration of the trial, one of the four birds from each 

replicate was randomly chosen and weighed once every 8 weeks. The weight of feed 

provided to the replicates was recorded to calculate the feed intake of the hens. The total feed 

consumption per bird was calculated every 4 weeks using the following formula:  

𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒  𝑃𝑒𝑟  𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑑   𝑔 =   
𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑  𝑃𝑒𝑟  𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒   𝑔 − 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑  𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑃𝑒𝑟  𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒  (𝑔)  

4  𝐵𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑠  𝑃𝑒𝑟  𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒
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3.2.3 Sample Collection 

Mortalities in the flock found during routine observation were immediately removed 

from the cage and stored in a refrigerator maintained between 4-6°C until an exploratory 

necropsy could be performed to determine the cause of death. Moribund and non-ambulatory 

hens showing signs of clinical symptoms or injury were euthanized by cervical dislocation, 

and were also stored for necropsy. Mortalities and euthanized hens were necropsied weekly 

to determine the cause of death, all tumors and perceived adenocarcinomas were removed, 

and excised tissue was fixed in 10% neutral formalin buffer for 24 hours. The samples were 

transferred to 70% ethanol and stored at 4°C until a histological analysis could be completed.  

At the end of the 23-month chemoprevention trial, the remaining 401 birds of 192 weeks 

of age were killed by cervical dislocation and tumor incidence was recorded to determine the 

flock’s final health status. The representative tissue samples collected during the necropsy 

were fixed in 10% neutral formalin buffer, transferred to 70% ethanol, and stored at 4°C for 

histological analysis. In addition to adenocarcinoma collection at the final necropsy, the liver 

and heart were excised from 20 cancer-free birds out of each treatment group. The eighty 

liver and heart samples collected were weighed to assess any possible toxic effects of CP-

31398. 
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3.2.4 Tumor Classification 

Cancer status of the hens was initially determined by gross examination at each 

necropsy. The classification system used to assess the birds was based on the staging of 

primary malignant ovarian tumors in hens proposed by Barua, et al. (2009). Classes 5-7 were 

added to the original classification system 1-4 to more precisely classify the full range of 

reproductive cancers (Table 3.2). Gastrointestinal cancer mortalities and all other fatalities 

are considered separately from those with reproductive involvement.  

 

 

Table 3.2: Gross Pathology Classifications of Avian Tumors 
Classification Cancer Status 

Class 1 Ovarian Cancer Only 
Class 2 Ovarian and Oviductal Cancer 

Class 3 Ovarian and Oviductal Metastasized to GI 
Tract 

Class 4 Ovarian and Oviductal Metastasized to 
Distant Organs 

Class 5 Oviductal Cancer Only 

Class 6 Oviductal Cancer Metastasized, No 
Ovarian Involvement 

Class 7 Ovarian Cancer Metastasized, No 
Oviductal Involvement 

GI Only Gastrointestinal Cancer Only, No 
Reproductive Involvement 

Normal/Other No Reproductive or GI Cancers 
Includes Liver Toxicity 
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3.2.5 Histological Analysis 

Tissues that had been fixed in 10% neutral formalin buffer for 24 hours were dehydrated 

in 70% ethanol and stored in cassettes at 4°C. The samples were cleared with xylene, 

embedded in paraffin wax, and were submitted for histopathological analysis by American 

Veterinary Medical Association board certified veterinary histopathologist Dr. Oscar 

Fletcher, North Carolina State University Department of Population Health and 

Pathobiology. Embedded tissues were sectioned and then mounted on glass microscope 

slides for observation. The slides were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and were 

assessed based on the classification system listed in Table 3.3 (Barnes HJ et al., pp. 348-

391). 

 

 
 

Table 3.3 Histopathology Classifications of Avian Epithelial Tumors. 
Grade Characteristics 

Grade 1 Well-differentiated – mitosis rare to absent, defined pattern 

Grade 2 
 Mitosis rare to occasional, architectural pleomorphism but 

tubular pattern present, minimal to moderate cellular 
dysplasia 

Grade 3 Mitosis common, cellular pleomorphism, often in sheets, 
anaplasia 
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3.2.6 Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed using the statistical program JMP9 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Data 

pertaining to ovulation rate, feed consumption, and body weights of the hens were all 

evaluated using the one way analysis of variance statistical model, and means were compared 

using the Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference test. Analyses of mortality and 

cancer incidence with respect to treatment group and tumor classification data were 

performed using a chi-squared test, followed by a two-proportion z-test for all sample 

comparisons (Ott and Longnecker, pp. 510-512). Differences were considered significant at 

the P<0.05 level.  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Heart and Liver Weights 

The bird heart weights were statistically the same, revealing that there is no 

significant effect of CP-31398 treatment on heart weight (P > 0.1) (Figure 3.1). In contrast, 

average liver weights (Figure 3.2) of birds in the control group were significantly greater 

than those of birds in the high dose treatment group (P < 0.05). The liver weights of birds in 

the low and moderate dosage groups were not statistically different from any other treatment 

group (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 3.1: Mean heart weights (g) per non-cancerous bird sampled at 192 weeks of age. 
Values are means ± SEM: Control, n= 20; CP-100, n= 20; CP-200, n= 20; CP-300, n= 20. 
Values are not statistically different  (P > 0.10). 
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Figure 3.2: Mean liver weights (g) per non-cancerous bird sampled at 192 weeks of age. 
Values are means ± SEM: Control, n= 20; CP-100, n= 20; CP-200, n= 20; CP-300, n= 20. 
Means with different superscript are significantly different (P < 0.05). 
 

 

3.3.2 Ovulation Rates 

Weekly hen ovulation rates for each treatment group, as measured by oviposition, 

steadily decreased over time for all groups (Figure 3.3). Birds initially fed 400 ppm CP-

31398 began to exhibit lower production beginning 4 weeks into the study (108 weeks of 

age). At 112 weeks of age, the high dosage group continued to have lower ovulation rates. 

Hens ingesting 200 ppm CP-31398 also experienced a decrease in ovulation by 112 weeks, 

but the decrease was not significant until they were 116 weeks old. After the alteration from 
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56 weeks, the control and low dose groups were statistically different from the moderate and 

high dose groups. At 180 weeks old, the weekly number ovulations of all treatment groups 

became statistically the same for the remaining 12 weeks of the trial. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3A: Monthly means for weekly number of ovulations per bird, as indicated by 
oviposition, for all treatment groups from 104-192 weeks of age. Values are means ± SEM: 
Control, n=144; CP-100, n=144; CP-200, n=144; CP-300, n=144. Figure 3.3B: Mean 
weekly ovulations per bird. Means with different superscript are significantly different (P < 
0.05). 
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3.3.3 Feed Consumption and Body Weight 
 

As ovulation rates declined, there was also a decline in feed intake (Figure 3.4). Feed 

consumption in all treatment groups declined at approximately the same rate throughout the 

trial. The feed intake of hens fed 200-300 ppm CP-31398 was not significantly different (P > 

0.05) throughout the trail. Birds fed 0-100 ppm CP-31398 was also not significantly different 

(P > 0.05), and maintained an overall higher feed intake than the higher dosage groups until 

week 184 when only birds in the control group had a significantly higher feed intake until the 

termination of the study. The composite feed consumption data in Figure 3.4 shows that 

birds in the control and low dose treatment groups had significantly higher feed intake than 

those in the moderate and high dose treatment groups. 

Despite decreased feed intake, the amount of CP-31398 ingested daily did not change 

considerably. The expected daily feed intake was 100g/bird/day, but the observed average 

daily feed consumption was 90 g/bird/day for control birds, 84 g/bird/day for low dose birds, 

71 g/bird/day for moderate dose birds, and 69 g/bird/day for high dose birds. Using the 

observed daily feed intake and average body weight for each treatment group, the calculated 

daily CP intake per bird was 0 mg/kg/day for control birds [(0 mg/kg CP * 0.090 kg feed/day) 

/ 1.85 kg body weight], 4.70 mg/kg/day for low dose birds [(100 mg/kg CP * 0.084 kg 

feed/day) / 1.79 kg body weight], 7.54 mg/kg/day for moderate dose birds [(200 mg/kg CP * 

0.071 kg feed/day) / 1.88 kg body weight], and 11.23 mg/kg/day for high dose birds [(300 

mg/kg CP* 0.069 kg feed/day) / 1.84 kg body weight].  

There was a collective increase in the body weight of birds in each treatment group 

over the course of the trial, despite decreased feed intake. Hens fed 300 ppm CP-31398 
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experienced a steady climb in body mass, indicating no adverse effects of liver toxicity on 

weight. The low dose treatment group, however, did experience a decline in average body 

weight for the final 32 weeks of the trial. There was no correlation between treatment and 

body weight, and no significant difference in treatment groups over the course of the study 

(Figure 3.5).  
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Figure 3.4A: Monthly means for daily feed consumption (g) per bird for all treatment groups 
from 104-192 weeks of age. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n=144; CP-100, n=144; CP-
200, n=144; CP-300, n=144. Figure 3.4B: Mean daily feed consumption (g) per bird. Means 
with different superscript are significantly different (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 3.5A: Bimonthly means for body weights (kg) per bird for all treatment groups from 
104-192 weeks of age. Values are means ± SEM: Control, n=144; CP-100, n=144; CP-200, 
n=144; CP-300, n=144. Figure 3.5B: Overall mean body weights (kg) per bird. Values are 
not statistically different (P > 0.10). 
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3.3.4 Flock Mortality  

The 300 birds examined during the baseline necropsy preceding the initiation of the 

chemopreventive trial were classified by the system listed in Table 3.2 (Barua et al., 2009). 

One hen was found with oviductal cancer only (class 5), and two were classified as having 

metastasized reproductive and gastrointestinal cancers (class 4). The gross pathology of all 

175 birds necropsied before 192 weeks of age is shown in Table 3.4. 55 mortalities were 

necropsied in the control group, 42 in the low dose group, 37 in the moderate dose group, and 

41 in the high dose group. There is a significantly higher incidence of oviductal (class 5) and 

oviductal metastasized cancer (class 6) in birds receiving 300 ppm CP-31398, compared to 

the control birds receiving 0 ppm. The number of mortalities in the normal/other category for 

the high dose treatment group is elevated, in part, because of the initial liver toxicity and 

hemorrhage in those birds. Table 3.5 contains the results based on gross pathology at the 

mass necropsy of the remaining 401 birds at 192 weeks of age. 89 mortalities were 

necropsied in the control group, 102 in the low dose group, 107 in the moderate dose group, 

and 103 in the high dose group. Birds showed a significantly lower level of ovarian cancer 

(class 1), ovarian and oviductal cancers metastasized (classes 3 and 4), ovarian cancer 

metastasized without oviductal involvement (class 7), and gastrointestinal cancer with CP-

31398 treatment. 

A composite of the overall gross pathology of all 576 birds in the trial is shown in 

Table 3.6. 44.4% of control group birds had ovarian or oviductal cancers, versus 13.19% of 

those in the high dose group with reproductive cancer. 2% of birds fed 0 ppm CP, 6% of the 

100 ppm hens, 1% of the 200 ppm hens, and 1% of the 300 ppm hens were classified as 
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having ovarian cancers, indicating a significantly lower incidence of ovarian malignancies in 

birds receiving higher levels of the chemopreventive compound. There were also 

significantly fewer gastrointestinal cancers in birds receiving high doses of CP-31398 

compared with the control and low dose groups. Table 3.7 presents the composite cancer 

mortality data for the study based on reproductive involvement. The moderate and high dose 

treatment groups had significantly lower incidences of reproductive cancers than the control 

and low dose groups. The non-reproductive cancer mortalities are less stratified among the 

treatment groups, with the only significant differences lying between the control and high 

dose birds. All tumor classifications were confirmed by the histopathological analysis, as 

shown in Table 3.8. All samples were labeled albuminous adenocarcinoma, with the 

exception of 2 classified as adenocarcinoma with squamous differentiation in the high dose 

treatment group. 
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Table 3.4: Pre-necropsy Tumor Incidence. Mortality by Classification Prior to Final 
Necropsy (at 192 Weeks of Age). Values represent the percentage of birds in each 
category. Confirmed by a board certified veterinary histopathologist. Control, n = 55; 
Low Dose, n = 42; Moderate Dose, n = 37; High Dose, n = 41. Values within a row with 
different superscripts are significantly different (P < 0.05). 

Cancer Control (0 ppm 
CP-31398) 

Low Dose (100 
ppm CP-31398) 

Moderate Dose 
(200 ppm CP-

31398) 

High Dose 
(300/400 ppm 

CP-31398) 

Ovarian Only (Class I) 4% 7% 3% 0% 

Ovarian and Oviductal 
(Class II) 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Ovarian and Oviductal 
Metastasized (Class III & 
IV) 

16% 17% 11% 5% 

Oviductal Only (Class V) 9%a 5%ab 5%ab 0%b 

Oviductal Metastasized, 
No Ovary (Class VI) 15%a 7%ab 3%b 2%b 

Ovarian Metastasized, 
No Oviduct (Class VII) 2% 5% 0% 0% 

GI Only, No 
Reproductive 
Involvement 

9% 5% 8% 2% 

Normal/Other 45%a 55%ab 70%b 90%c 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 3.5: Necropsy Tumor Incidence. Tumor Incidence of Flock by Treatment Group 
at Final Necropsy (192 Weeks of Age). Values represent the percentage of birds in each 
category. Confirmed by a board certified veterinary histopathologist. Control, n = 89; 
Low Dose, n = 102; Moderate Dose, n = 107; High Dose, n = 103. Values within a row 
with different superscripts are significantly different (P < 0.05). 

Cancer Control (0 ppm 
CP-31398) 

Low Dose (100 
ppm CP-31398) 

Moderate Dose 
(200 ppm CP-

31398) 

High Dose 
(300/400 ppm 

CP-31398) 
Ovarian Only (Class I) 1%ac 5%a 0%bc 1%ac 
Ovarian and Oviductal 
(Class II) 3% 2% 2% 0% 

Ovarian and Oviductal 
Metastasized (Class III & 
IV) 

20%a 19%a 3%b 3%b 

Oviductal Only (Class V) 7% 7% 5% 8% 
Oviductal Metastasized, 
No Ovary (Class VI) 7% 4% 3% 3% 

Ovarian Metastasized, 
No Oviduct (Class VII) 6%ab 11%a 1%b 1%b 

GI Only, No 
Reproductive 
Involvement 

8%ab 9%bc 1%d 2%ad 

Normal/Other 48%a 44%a 86%b 83%b 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 3.6: Total Study Tumor Incidence. Cumulative Tumor Incidence for Flock by 
Treatment Group. Values represent the percentage of birds in each category. Confirmed 
by a board certified veterinary histopathologist. Control, n = 144; Low Dose, n = 144; 
Moderate Dose, n = 144; High Dose, n = 144. Values within a row with different 
superscripts are significantly different (P < 0.05). 

Cancer Control (0 ppm 
CP-31398) 

Low Dose (100 
ppm CP-31398) 

Moderate Dose 
(200 ppm CP-

31398) 

High Dose 
(300/400 ppm 

CP-31398) 

Ovarian Only (Class I) 2%ab 6%a 1%c 1%bc 
Ovarian and Oviductal 
(Class II) 2% 1% 1% 0% 
Ovarian and Oviductal 
Metastasized (Class III & 
IV) 

19%a 18%a 5%b 3%b 

Oviductal Only (Class V) 8% 6% 5% 6% 
Oviductal Metastasized, 
No Ovary (Class VI) 10%a 5%ab 3%ab 3%b 
Ovarian Metastasized, 
No Oviduct (Class VII) 4%ab 9%a 1%b 1%b 
GI Only, No 
Reproductive 
Involvement 

8%a 8%a 3%ab 2%b 

Normal/Other 47%a 47%a 82%b 85%b 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.7: Total Study Reproductive Malignancies. Cumulative Reproductive Tumor 
Incidence for Flock by Treatment Group. Values represent the percentage of birds in each 
category. Confirmed by a board certified veterinary histopathologist. Control, n = 144; 
Low Dose, n = 144; Moderate Dose, n = 144; High Dose, n = 144. Values within a row 
with different superscripts are significantly different (P < 0.05). 

Cancer Control (0 ppm 
CP-31398) 

Low Dose (100 
ppm CP-

31398) 

Moderate Dose 
(200 ppm CP-

31398) 

High Dose 
(300/400 ppm 

CP-31398) 
Reproductive 44% a 45% a 15% b 13% b 
Non-Reproductive 8% a 8% ab 3% bc 2% c 
Normal/Other 47% a 47% a 82% b 85% b 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Table 3.8: Histopathology of Necropsy Samples. Histopathological Analysis of 
Samples Collected at Final Necropsy by Treatment Group. Confirmed by a board 
certified veterinary histopathologist. Albuminous adenocarcinoma denoted as “AA”. 

Cancer Control (0 ppm CP-
31398) 

Low Dose (100 ppm 
CP-31398) 

Moderate Dose 
(200 ppm CP-

31398) 

High Dose 
(300/400 ppm 

CP-31398) 
Ovarian Only 
(Class I) 1 AA, Grade 2 3 AA, Grade 2                     

2 AA, Grade 3 0 
1 Adenocarcinoma 

with Squamous 
Differentiation 

Ovarian and 
Oviductal 
(Class II) 

2 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary 
and Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary), 
Grade 1 (Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 3 (Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

2 AA, Grade 2 
(Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

0 

Ovarian and 
Oviductal 
Metastasized 
(Class III & 
IV) 

1 AA, Grade 1 (Ovary 
and Oviduct) 

7 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary 
and Oviduct) 

7 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary 
and Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary), 
Grade 1 (Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 1 (Ovary), 
Grade 2 (Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 3 (Ovary), 
Grade 2 (Oviduct) 

3 AA, Grade 1 (Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

10 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary 
and Oviduct) 

4 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary), 
Grade 1 (Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 2 (Ovary), 
Grade 3 (Oviduct) 

2 AA, Grade 2 
(Ovary), Grade 1 

(Oviduct) 
1 AA, Grade 3 

(Ovary), Grade 2 
(Oviduct) 

2 AA, Grade 2 
(Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

1 AA, Grade 3 
(Ovary and 
Oviduct) 

Oviductal 
Only (Class 
V) 

6 AA, Grade 2 
3 AA, Grade 1                     
3 AA, Grade 2                       
1 AA, Grade 3 

1 AA, Grade 1                    
3 AA, Grade 2                      
1 AA, Grade 3 

5 AA, Grade 1                     
2 AA, Grade 2                        

1 Adenocarcinoma 
with Squamous 
Differentiation 

Oviductal 
Metastasized, 
No Ovary 
(Class VI) 

1 AA, Grade 1                    
 3 AA, Grade 2                     
2 AA, Grade 3 

3 AA, Grade 2                      
1 AA, Grade 3 

2 AA, Grade 2                    
1 AA, Grade 3 3 AA, Grade 2 

Ovarian 
Metastasized, 
No Oviduct 
(Class VII) 

3 AA, Grade 2                      
2 AA, Grade 3 

1 AA, Grade 1                     
6 AA, Grade 2                     
4 AA, Grade 3 

1 AA, Grade 2 1 AA, Grade 2 

GI Only, No 
Reproductive 
Involvement 

7 9 1 2 

Normal/Other 43 45 92 85 
Total 89 102 107 103 
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3.4 Discussion 
 

Historically, there has been no adequate model for human ovarian cancer. As shown 

in the present study, the domestic hen is the only animal model that naturally presents 

spontaneous ovarian tumors, generally presenting after 2 years of age. The 2-year old hen is 

an ideal model for human ovarian cancer because it is an excellent approximation of a 

premenopausal woman (Zhuge et al., 2009). During a two year period, the sexually mature 

hen lays approximately 470 eggs, and undergoes a comparable number of ovulations to a 

woman approaching menopause, who has experienced 10 to 20 years of monthly ovulations, 

followed by, on average, 1 to 3 pregnancies and another 10 to 20 years of monthly ovulations 

before cessation (Giles et al., 2006; Anderson, 2012). At these late reproductive stages, both 

the woman and the hen at are at a greater risk of developing ovarian malignancies. Ovarian 

epithelial carcinomas are thought to arise from mutations in the TP53 gene, which encodes 

the p53 tumor suppressor protein. p53 functions to prevent the development of cancers by 

regulating the cell cycle and preventing gene mutations. CP-31398 is a p53 rescue compound 

that has the potential to be used to prevent ovarian cancer by stabilizing p53 (Foster et al., 

1999). 

In addition to affecting the incidence of ovarian cancer, ovulation rate, body weight 

and feed consumption were also affected by CP-31398 intake. While there is a natural 

reduction of ovulation rates as the hen ages, CP-31398 treatment at the 200 ppm and 300 

ppm level led to an accelerated decline in ovulation. The moderate and high dose treatment 

groups experienced a significant decrease in weekly oviposition by the third month of the 

chemopreventive trial. The control and low dose groups also experienced lower production 
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over the course of the trial, but at a much slower rate than the higher dose treatment groups. 

Previous studies have speculated that the number of ovulations that a hen experiences over a 

lifetime may be associated with the risk of ovarian cancer (Fathalla, 1971). Oviposition may 

serve as a biomarker for the extent of injury to the ovarian epithelium, and together with the 

tumor incidence, yielded results that are consistent with the incessant ovulation hypothesis 

(The incessant ovulation hypothesis suggests that repeated damage to the ovarian surface 

epithelia caused by follicle rupture at ovulation leads to an increased risk of developing 

ovarian cancer. With each rupture, there is mitotic repair of the ovarian surface epithelial 

cells damaged during ovulation, offering a greater chance of developing spontaneous ovarian 

neoplasms. 

The hen reaches puberty at about 18 weeks of age, and begins to have frequent 

ovulations. A sexually mature commercial layer hen produces an average of 6 eggs per week. 

At the beginning of the chemopreventive trial, the birds were 104 weeks old, already having 

completed approximately 470 ovulations (Anderson, 2012). The incessant ovulation 

hypothesis indicates that 470 ovulations in a 2-year old hen would most likely cause enough 

damage to the ovarian surface epithelia to induce ovarian cancer. The control and low dose 

treatment groups continued to undergo around 320 ovulations over the duration of the 88-

week trial, while the moderate and high dose groups only reached 120 ovulations. The 

hypothesis would suggest that a reduction in ovulations lowers the animal’s risk for 

developing ovarian neoplasms due to less damage to the ovarian surface epithelium.  

While incessant ovulation is a seemingly plausible hypothesis, it is not entirely 

supported by the data in the current study. Despite continued ovulations, there were still a 
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significant number of birds that did not develop ovarian adenocarcinomas. It is also possible 

that the decreased rate of ovulation within the moderate and high dose treatment groups was 

not responsible for the lower incidence of ovarian cancer in those groups. If repeated damage 

to ovarian tissue at ovulation events were to cause ovarian malignancies, the damage to the 

ovarian surface epithelium over the course of the 2 years prior to the initiation of the study 

may have been enough to trigger the development of any mutations and adenocarcinomas.  

The preservation of the normal ovarian surface epithelium in some of the hens across 

all treatment groups through as many as 590-790 ovulations suggests that, in addition to 

decreased ovulation with less damage to the ovarian epithelium, a second mechanism may 

exist in which CP-31398 also directly protects the normal ovarian epithelium from giving 

rise to cancer. Either one of these mechanisms, or both, would support the potential use of 

CP-31398 as cancer chemopreventive agent during the initiation phase, and a strong late 

intervention agent during the progression of ovarian cancer. It is possible, therefore, that CP-

31398 confers a normal wild type response to the p53 protein during the initiation phase. 

In the current study, as oviposition, or ovulations, decreased in the higher dosage 

treatment groups, there was a decreased metabolic requirement, and therefore a lower 

consumption of feed. Although most of the birds had lower feed intake, there were no 

consistently significant effects on body weight. Body weight maintenance despite reduced 

feed intake indicates that the hens did not have complete ovarian regression, but rather abated 

oviposition. Maintained body weight may have also been a result of nutrient repartitioning 

based on reduced reproductive caloric requirements. At 144 weeks of age, 11 months into the 

23-month trial, the moderate and high dose treatment groups had 30% lower feed intake than 
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the control and low dose treatment groups. By 192 weeks, all groups treated with CP-31398 

maintained the same daily feed consumption, 25% lower than that of control birds. Although 

decreased feed consumption would affect the amount of CP-31398 being ingested, the 

differences in CP intake were not biologically significant. Despite any slight reductions in 

dosage due to decreased feed intake, there was still a significant and observable biological 

effect among birds treated with 200 and 300 ppm CP-31398. Individual dosing, rather than 

ad libitum feeding within a small group, could control for differences in drug intake. In a 

2011 toxicity study by Johnson et al., rats and dogs were given daily gavages of CP-31398 to 

ensure accurate dosing. While individual dosing is not practical in the current study, it could 

be considered in future studies focusing on the clinical applications of CP-31398 for human 

ovarian cancer prevention.  

Along with an initial decrease in ovulation rate, there was also a notable incidence of 

hepatotoxicity in the birds originally treated with 400 ppm CP-31398 based upon observed 

gross pathology at each necropsy. The maximum tolerated dose of a drug is defined as being 

the highest dose that causes no external signs of toxicity, reduced animal lifespan, mortality, 

and no more than 10% loss of body weight after chronic administration (Rao et al., 2008). In 

the rat and dog toxicity study previously described (Johnson WD et al., 2011), the animals 

were given daily oral gavages of CP-31398 for 28 days to investigate the short term effects of 

CP-31398 exposure. Rats were administered 0, 40, 80 or 160 mg/kg/day of the drug, and 

dogs were given 0, 10, 20, or 40 mg/kg/day. Both rats and dogs in the highest dosage 

treatment groups experienced physiological stress, emesis, weight loss, severe hepatic 

coagulation necrosis, or even death. Because animals receiving low and moderate dosages of 
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CP-31398 did not show the same hepatotoxicity and clinical evidence of stress as the high 

dosage groups, they were considered to be within the maximum tolerated dosage range. 

Similarly in the current study, chemically induced liver damage proved to be an 

observable side effect in the hen chemopreventive trial. Drug metabolism in the hen liver was 

not as efficient as originally anticipated. CP-31398 induced hepatotoxicity particularly in the 

birds receiving 400 ppm of the drug. Table 3.4 reveals that 90% of the mortalities in the high 

dose treatment group were classified as having died of causes other than cancer. Half of those 

mortalities involved liver toxicity from treatment at the 400 ppm level. Once the maximum 

tolerated dose of CP-31398 in the hen was determined, compound concentration for the high 

dose group was appropriately adjusted. Dose adjustment substantially reduced the incidence 

of liver damage in the high dose treatment group. Using 300 ppm CP-31398, there were no 

outward signs of toxicity, and no clear and consistent gross alterations of organ health 

indicating toxicity (Kapetanovic et al, 2011).  

Previous studies have suggested that sub-chronic CP-31398 hepatotoxicity is 

reversible in rats and dogs (Johnson et al., 2011), but in the present study, the significantly 

lower liver weights of hens in the high dose treatment group suggests that there may have 

been some residual hepatic damage as a consequence of treatment with 400 ppm CP-31398 

early in the study. It is also possible that the liver damage resulted from long-term treatment 

with 300 ppm CP-31398. Unlike the liver, the heart was not affected significantly by CP-

31398, indicating no signs of cardiac pathology. The slight decrease in heart size in the high 

dose treatment group could have been due to a reduction in body weight as oviposition 

decreased at 300 ppm. 
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The overriding objective of the chemopreventive trial was to evaluate the influence of 

CP-31398 supplementation on the incidence of epithelial ovarian carcinoma in the 

commercial laying hen. Not only do the control and low dose treatment groups have higher 

incidences of reproductive malignancies, but they also contain a greater percentage of birds 

with high-grade adenocarcinomas, compared to the moderate and high dose treatment 

groups.  

The exact anatomic location of ovarian cancer in humans is currently being 

reevaluated, wherein some studies suggest that the fallopian tubes represent the primary site 

of origin, giving rise to cancer cells that migrate, and ultimately implant on the surface 

epithelium of the ovary (Kurman and Shih, 2010). To date, it has not been clear if oviductal 

cancer in the hen occurs independently of ovarian cancer. Oviductal malignancies are 

aggressive and may quickly implant on adjacent organs, often making it difficult to 

determine the origin of the primary adenocarcinoma (Fredrickson, 1987). Classifying the 

tumors using histopathology alone does not differentiate between ovarian and oviductal cell 

origins. Ovalbumin, a protein produced by the oviduct, has previously been considered a 

possible marker for distinguishing between oviductal and ovarian adenocarcinomas 

(Haraitani et al., 1984).  In the present study, ovalbumin was found in all ovarian 

adenocarcinoma samples, regardless of any oviductal involvement, dismissing the protein as 

a determinate of adenocarcinoma origin, reflecting the conclusions of previous studies (Giles 

et al., 2004). The presence of ovalbumin could be due to dedifferentiation of ovarian tumor 

cells to mullerian duct-like epithelia, which is a pattern seen in human ovarian tumors. Since 
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CP-31398 reduced the incidence of ovarian, but not oviductal, cancer, the results suggest two 

different sources of reproductive cancer cells. 

There are three epithelial cancer classifications that are derived from the mullerian 

duct epithelia in the woman, including fallopian tube-like (serous tumors), endometrium-like 

(endometrioid), and endocervical-like (mucinous) adenocarcinomas. Over 80% of all human 

epithelial ovarian neoplasms are considered to be serous adenocarcinomas (Auersperg et al, 

2001), heightening the controversy over ovarian cancer origins. The gross pathology of 

mortalities in the present study reveals a difference in the effect of CP-31398 on the ovary 

versus the oviduct. The significantly lower incidence of reproductive cancer mortalities in the 

moderate and high dose treatment groups compared to the control and low dose treatment 

groups demonstrates a protective effect by CP-31398. In treated birds, there was a 

significantly lower rate of ovarian related adenocarcinomas, but there was not the same effect 

on oviductal cancers alone. There was a substantial and significantly lower incidence of 

classes 3 and 4 ovarian and oviductal metastasized cancers, as well as in class 7 ovarian 

metastasized cancer with no oviductal involvement among the moderate and high dose 

treatment groups. Taken together, the results argue that CP-31398 demonstrates a protective 

effect on the ovary, but not on the oviduct, which may be related to fewer p53 alterations in 

the oviduct. 

Because CP-31398 specifically targets the ovary, it is an ideal pharmacological 

treatment for the prevention of ovarian cancer through the stabilization of the p53 tumor 

suppressor protein. The domestic hen serves as an excellent model of the spontaneous 

development of epithelial ovarian carcinoma as it applies to human ovarian cancer research.  
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The hen model offers, for the first time, a distinction between cancer initiation and cancer 

progression wherein small molecules such as CP-31398 likely affect both stages of cancer 

development. Moreover, the use of primary prevention measures as, for example, caloric 

restriction or other prevention modalities, together with relatively non-toxic concentrations of 

CP-31398 are likely to represent a new approach for the prevention and early intervention of 

ovarian cancer. This trial demonstrates that the p53 rescue compound CP-31398 can be used 

as a means of ovarian protection in the adult hen, and may eventually be an applicable cancer 

prevention treatment for women. More extensive research on the chemopreventive effects of 

CP-31398 will be necessary to allow for the eventual transition of the compound into clinical 

use. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Gross and Histological Classifications of Avian 
Reproductive Tumors 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Chickens experience spontaneous development of ovarian adenocarcinomas, making 

the hen an outstanding model for human ovarian cancer research (Harris et al., submitted 

2013). The 2-year-old laying hen has undergone approximately the same number of 

ovulations as a premenopausal woman, and both groups are at an elevated risk of developing 

reproductive adenocarcinomas (Giles et al., 2006). Previously, there has been no adequate 

gross classification system that fully identifies the broad range of reproductive cancers found 

in the hen. In a small-scale avian study, Barua et al., 2009 classified avian reproductive 

tumors based on the International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) human 

ovarian staging system. The FIGO system considers only ovarian-related tumors for the gross 

classification of reproductive malignancies, which does not accurately portray the wide array 

of tumors found in a large-scale avian study (Harris et al., submitted 2013). Histologically, 

avian tumors cannot be classified using the same staging system that is used for humans, 

largely due to the secretory properties of the oviduct (Giles et al., 2004). A histological 

grading system for avian reproductive tumors was developed by Barnes et al., 2008 that 

identifies ovarian and oviductal malignancies in the hen, but it has never been published as a 

component in a large-scale study. The use of precise gross pathological and histological 
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classification systems will allow for a greater understanding of the development, progression, 

and prevention of reproductive cancers in the hen as reported by (Harris et al., submitted 

2013). The objective of this study was to develop gross pathological and histological 

classification systems to encompass the broad range of reproductive cancers found in a large 

population of aged hens. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Animal Husbandry 

576 white leghorn Hyline 36 laying hens of 104 weeks of age were obtained from a 

commercial source. The birds were housed with one hen per single wire cage, measuring 24” 

x 20” x 23.5”, at 480 in2. The house was maintained at 23°C ± 6°C, with the relative 

humidity of 70% ± 5%. The light:dark cycle was 10 hours light:14 hours dark, using 20 lux 

lighting for the light cycle. The ventilation rate varied between 0.35 ft3 per minute per bird 

and 6.25 ft3 per minute per bird, increasing along with increased house temperatures. The 

birds were fed a corn-soy based maintenance diet prepared at the North Carolina State 

University Feed Mill. Water and feed were supplied ad libitum throughout the life of the 

flock. All procedures involving animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee (IACUC) of North Carolina State University.  

The hens were maintained for 88 weeks, and they were then killed at 192 weeks of age, 

and evaluated for abnormal morphology and the incidence of ovarian cancer. A modified 

version of the gross pathology staging system presented by Barua et al., 2009 was used to 
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classify the reproductive cancer status of the birds (Table 4.1). The incidence of ovarian, 

oviductal and gastrointestinal neoplasms in each hen was recorded and photographed. 

 

 

Table 4.1: Gross Classification System Used to Assess the Reproductive Cancer Status 
of  Post-Mortem Hens 

Gross Classification Description 
 
Class 1 Reproductive Cancer 

 
Ovarian cancer only; tumors limited to the ovary 

Class 2 Reproductive Cancer 

 
Ovarian and oviductal cancer; ovarian tumors 
metastasized to the oviduct, without the involvement 
of other organs 

Class 3 Reproductive Cancer 

 
Ovarian and oviductal cancers metastasized to the 
gastrointestinal tract 
 

Class 4 Reproductive Cancer 

Ovarian and oviductal cancers metastasized to the 
gastrointestinal tract and distal organs (liver, heart, 
lungs) 
 

Class 5 Reproductive Cancer Oviductal cancer only; tumors limited to the oviduct 

Class 6 Reproductive Cancer 

 
Oviductal cancer metastasized to other organs 
without the involvement of the ovary 
 

Class 7 Reproductive Cancer Ovarian cancer metastasized to other organs without 
the involvement of the oviduct 

Gastrointestinal Cancer 
 
Tumors limited to the gastrointestinal tract with no 
reproductive involvement 

Normal/Other 
 
No tumors present 
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4.2.2 Histopathological Analysis 

All reproductive tumors were excised during the final necropsy. Tissue samples were 

fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin at 4°C for 24 hours, and were transferred to 70% 

ethanol and stored at 4°C. The specimens were placed in cassettes, dehydrated in ethanol, 

cleared with xylene, and embedded in paraffin wax. 10um thick sections were mounted on 

glass microscope slides for hematoxylin and eosin staining. Histological analysis was 

performed to confirm and classify the adenocarcinoma samples using the grading system 

described in Table 4.2 (Barnes et al., 2008) by American Veterinary Medical Association 

board certified veterinary histopathologist Dr. Oscar Fletcher, North Carolina State 

University Department of Population Health and Pathobiology.  
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Table 4.2: Histological Grading System Used to Assess the Reproductive Tumors of 
Hens 

Histological Classification Description 

Albuminous Adenocarcinoma Grade 1 

No mitotic figures; glands and tubules are 
well differentiated, closely resembling 
basal cells; the presence of albumin 
suggests that hen was still in production 

Albuminous Adenocarcinoma Grade 2 

 
Some mitotic figures; glands and tubules 
are poorly differentiated; absence of 
albumin suggests that hen was not in 
production 

Albuminous Adenocarcinoma Grade 3 

 
Mitotic figures present; glands and tubules 
are undifferentiated; albumin is absent 
notwithstanding the hen’s reproductive 
status 

Adenocarcinoma with Squamous 
Differentiation 

 
Groups of large cells that resemble the 
upper layer of the epithelium; cells have 
eosinophilic cytoplasm and distinct cell 
borders 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 

The use of non-spontaneous ovarian cancer models has historically limited the 

clinical relevance of reproductive cancer research (Stakleff et al., 2003). The hen 

spontaneously develops ovarian cancer at a high incidence rate that increases with age 

(Fredrickson, 1971). Since the chicken is oviparous, it can have ovulations nearly everyday. 

By two years of age, the hen has experienced approximately the same number of ovulations 

as the pre-menopausal woman, making it an excellent model for human ovarian cancer 

research (Giles et al., 2006). In addition to similar disease presentation, chickens and humans 
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with ovarian cancer express the same antigens and alterations in genetic and molecular 

biomarkers (Rodriguez-Burford et al., 2001; Jackson et al., 2007; Hakim et al., 2009).  The 

chicken is an outstanding model for human reproductive cancers, and observing hens in a 

large-scale setting provides clinical insight into the development and progression of ovarian 

cancer (Harris et al., 2013). 

The current study is a comprehensive consideration of avian reproductive cancer 

gross and histopathology. Examples of the gross pathology classification system used to 

identify reproductive cancers in the hen are presented in Figure 4.1. Barua et al., 2009 also 

formulated a staging system for avian reproductive tumors, using the 4-stage FIGO human 

ovarian cancer staging system as a model (Heintz et al., 2006), but it is inadequate to 

describe the wide range of tumors found in a large-scale avian chemopreventive trial. The 

modified system used in the present study utilizes the term “class” rather than “stage,” 

because reproductive cancers in the hen do not always present in a progressive manner. 

Classes 5-7 were added to the original 4-stage system to more precisely evaluate the full 

range of reproductive adenocarcinomas. Localized and metastasized gastrointestinal cancers 

were considered in addition to malignancies limited to the reproductive tract. The 

“Normal/Other” classification was included to encompass any cause of death not pertaining 

to either reproductive or gastrointestinal tumors. 

In the human, primary fallopian tube carcinomas and epithelial ovarian cancer 

neoplasms are classified by histological sub-type and the extent of differentiation (Scully, 

1987). The three primary histological sub-types used to describe ovarian and fallopian 

adenocarcinomas in the human are serous, mucinous, and endometrioid. Serous tumors are 
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fallopian tube-like, with ciliated epithelium overlying stroma that is derived from ovarian 

stroma. Mucinous tumors are endocervical-like, with mucin-filled epithelial cells overlying 

stroma that is derived from ovarian stroma. Endometrioid tumors are endometrium-like, with 

glands lined by an endometrioid non-mucin-containing epithelium (Scully, 1987). The shell 

gland in the oviduct of the hen is comparable to the human uterus, but there is no avian 

equivalent to the human endometrium. The tumors can also be classified using a grading 

system from poorly to well-differentiated tissue in the human. The hen reproductive tract has 

a higher secretory function than the human reproductive tract, making it impossible for 

histological sub-types to be accurately assigned, and must solely be classified based on the 

cellular differentiation grading system (Giles et al., 2004). The hen’s lack of a right ovary 

also affects the sub-staging system of ovarian neoplasms using the human classification 

system and considering contralateral ovary status. In the human, differences in sub-staging 

have not been shown to have significantly different effects on diagnosis, outcome, or drug 

efficacy, further validating the domestic hen as an appropriate model (Barua et al., 2009). 

Albuminous adenocarcinomas can originate in the ovary as well as the oviduct (Giles 

et al., 2004). The term albuminous indicates that at least some of the tumor cells contain 

protein that resembles the protein albumin, which is found normally in the glands of the 

magnum. The hen can present both primary ovarian adenocarcinomas with cells producing 

protein or albumin, as well as primary tumors that have a similar histologic appearance, but 

originate in the oviduct, and produce a protein similar to albumin. While histological analysis 

is an excellent way to determine the progression and mitotic differentiation of neoplasms, the 

only way to accurately determine a tumor’s origin in a hen is by gross pathological analysis 
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and tumor location. The histopathology grading system based on mitotic developments and 

cellular differentiation is pictured in Figure 4.2 for the ovary, and in Figure 4.3 for the 

oviduct, which present in the same manner histologically. Although the histological 

classifications of reproductive malignancies in the hen and human are distinct due to 

secretory differences, the tumors are biologically comparable because they develop the same 

mitotically. 
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Figure 4.1: Gross Pathology Classifications. Arrows indicate ovarian tumors. Double-
headed arrows indicate oviductal tumors. Arrow-heads indicate gastrointestinal tumors. 
 

A- Class 1. Ovarian cancer only 
B- Class 2. Ovarian and oviductal cancers 
C- Class 3. Ovarian, oviductal and GI 

cancers 
D- Class 4. Ovarian, oviductal, GI and 

distal organ cancers 
E- Class 5. Oviductal cancer only 
F- Class 6. Oviductal cancer metastasized, 

with no ovarian involvement 
G- Class 7. Ovarian cancer metastasized, 

with no oviductal involvement 
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Figure 4.2: Ovarian Cancer Histological Classifications. A-C: Normal Ovary (5x, 40x, 
100x). D-F: Grade 1 Ovarian Albuminous Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). G-I: Grade 
2 Ovarian Albuminous Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). J-L: Grade 3 Ovarian 
Albuminous Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). M-O: Ovarian Adenocarcinoma with 
Squamous Differentiation (5x, 40x, 100x). Tumor example indicated by asterisk (*). 
 

* 
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Figure 4.3: Oviductal Cancer Histological Classifications. A-C: Normal Oviduct (5x, 40x, 100x). 
D-F: Grade 1 Oviductal Albuminous Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). G-I: Grade 2 Oviductal 
Albuminous Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). J-L: Grade 3 Oviductal Albuminous 
Adenocarcinoma (5x, 40x, 100x). Tumor example indicated by asterisk (*). 
 
 

 

* 
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While Barua et al., 2009 only examined 155 birds, ranging from 1 to 5 years of age, 

the present study included a homogenous group of 576 hens all of approximately the same 

age, including birds of all reproductive states. Observing both egg producing and non-egg 

producing hens yields a better understanding the role of ovulation and the development of 

ovarian cancer,. The hen has previously shown an incidence rate of pure ovarian cancer as 

low as 1% (Harris et al., submitted 2013), therefore, all observed forms of reproductive 

cancer should be considered in a comprehensive classification system to fully capture the 

etiology, progression and development of ovarian cancer. While the classification system 

used by Barua et al., 2009 was adequate for studying a small group of birds, the 

comprehensive classification system used in the current study is the most appropriate method 

for classifying avian reproductive tumors in a large-scale trial, since it accurately reflects the 

full range of tumors. 

Ovarian cancer is a devastating disease in the chicken and the human. Using the hen 

as a model for human epithelial ovarian cancer provides an opportunity to observe 

spontaneous ovarian cancer in a large-scale setting that is not possible in other model 

organisms, such as the mouse (Stakleff et al., 2003). In the hen, reproductive neoplasms can 

reduce ovulation rates, and lead to an overall decline in general health in the laying hen. In 

the human, ovarian cancer yields a 5-year survival rate of 44%, as the most lethal 

gynecological cancer (American Cancer Society, 2012). Understanding the presentation of 

reproductive neoplasms using accurate and comprehensive classification systems in large-

scale trials can lead to better prevention and management techniques. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusions 

 

Ovarian cancer is a devastating disease associated with a reduction or loss of function 

in the p53 tumor suppressor gene (Hakim et al., 2009). CP-31398 is a p53 stabilizing 

compound for chemoprevention, but it has not previously been studied in a spontaneous 

ovarian cancer model (Barua et al., 2009; Foster et al., 1999). There has previously been a 

paucity of adequate animal models that faithfully recapitulate the development of ovarian 

cancer in humans (Giles et al., 2006). The domestic hen represents an alternative to the 

commonly used chemically or genetically engineered mouse models (Lu et al., 2009).  

In the hen, ovarian tumors occur spontaneously and at high frequency (Fathalla, 

1971), simulating the occurrence of ovarian cancer in premenopausal women (Zhuge et al., 

2009). Other animal models do not spontaneously develop ovarian cancer, and require 

induction, which does not reflect the biological situation of human ovarian cancer. While 

there are some differences in the reproductive strategies of the hens and women, the aged hen 

serves as an exceptional pre-clinical model for studying the development, presentation, 

progression, and prevention of epithelial ovarian cancer. 
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5.1 The Maximum Tolerated Dose of CP-31398 in the Hen 

The first goal of the current study was to investigate the impact of CP-31398 on hen 

physiology, and to identify the tolerable doses for the hen to avoid hepatotoxicity. Initially, a 

short-term dose-response study was conducted to determine the appropriate dose of CP-

31398 for the full chemoprevention study in chickens. 24 hens were fed diets containing 

various amounts of CP-31398 for 14 days. At the end of the trial, the birds were necropsied 

and analyzed for signs of gross abnormalities, as well as cell and tissue damage. Mean blood 

plasma concentrations of CP-31398 generally increased in proportion to the amount provided 

in feed. The eventual decline in plasma concentration of the drug in some treatment groups 

suggests that there is a threshold for drug metabolism at higher dosages.  

Although there were no signs of acute toxicity in the short-term dose-response trial, 

hens in the large-scale chemoprevention trial exhibited signs of chronic hepatotoxicity at 

dosages greater than 300 ppm CP-31398 within less than 16 weeks of treatment. 14 days was 

an insufficient amount of time for an accurate preliminary trial investigating the maximum 

tolerated dose of CP-31398 in the hen. Future studies should complete the preliminary 

toxicity trials for a minimum of 2 months to observe the chronic effects of CP-31398 on 

avian hepatic physiology. 
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5.2 The Effect of CP-31398 on Ovarian Cancer Rates 

The second goal of the current study was to demonstrate the efficacy of CP-31398 as 

a method of chemoprevention using the hen as a model for human ovarian cancer. In a large-

scale pre-clinical trial, 576 laying hens (Gallus domesticus) beginning at 104 weeks of age 

were provided with feed containing varying amounts of CP-31398 for 23 months. The 

control group (n=144) was given feed with 0 ppm CP-31398, the low dose treatment group 

(n=144) received 100 ppm CP-31398, the moderate dose treatment group (n=144) received 

200 ppm CP-31398, and the high dose treatment group (n=144) was fed 300 ppm CP-31398. 

Feed intake, weight and oviposition were closely monitored over the course of the trial. At 

192 weeks of age, the birds were killed to determine the incidence adenocarcinomas, which 

was then verified with histological analysis.  

CP-31398 lowers the incidence of ovarian cancer in the domestic hen by up to 77%. 

There was a significantly lower incidence of ovarian cancer in the moderate treatment group 

compared to the control and low dose groups (P < 0.05). There was also a lower level of 

ovarian cancers metastasized to other organs in the moderate and high dose treatment groups, 

but the incidence of localized oviductal cancer alone was the same across all treatment 

groups.  

The consistency in the incidence of oviductal cancer across all treatment groups 

suggests that CP-31398 does not have the same protective effect on the oviduct that it does 

on the ovary. The data also suggest that there may be two sources of reproductive cancer 

cells, and that CP-31398 targets the ovarian cells specifically. The status of p53 in the 
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oviduct is not entirely clear and it is possible that fewer p53 mutations may be seen in the 

oviduct of hens (Hakim et al., 2009).    

Ovulation rates, feed consumption, and body weight were also affected by CP-31398 

treatment. Hens in the moderate and high-dose treatment groups showed significantly lower 

rates of ovulation, as indicated by oviposition, and feed consumption, while the decline in 

body weight was statistically insignificant, indicating that the hens did not have complete 

ovarian regression. 

CP-31398 significantly lowers the incidence of ovarian adenocarcinomas in the hen 

model, and is an effective tool for chemoprevention against ovarian malignancies that could 

eventually be applied to human cancer prevention. This study suggests that pro-active 

preventive measures may reduce the incidence of p53 mutations and concomitant with a 

reduction in ovarian cancer incidence. 

 

5.3 Gross Pathological and Histological Classification Systems 

The final goal of the current study was to identify comprehensive gross pathological 

and histological classification systems for reproductive tumors in the hen, to better evaluate 

ovarian cancer pathology. Gross classification and histologic grade of tumors are 

prognostically significant for women with ovarian cancer, but there is currently no single 

system that is universally used to classify these tumors in the hen. 

The International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) gross pathological 

and histological classification systems have previously been used to categorize avian 

reproductive tumors in a small-scale trial (Barua et al., 2009). The FIGO system used by 
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Barua et al., 2009 was included and expanded in the current study to better represent the wide 

array of reproductive tumors that can present in the hen. 

The current study provides a large-scale trial with an animal model that accurately 

simulates the spontaneous development of human ovarian cancer. Gross pathological 

classifications include birds presenting ovarian cancer only (Class 1), oviductal and ovarian 

cancer (Class 2), ovarian and oviductal cancers metastasized to the gastrointestinal tract 

(Class 3), ovarian and oviductal cancers metastasized to the gastrointestinal tract and other 

distal organs (Class 4), oviductal cancer only (Class 5), oviductal cancer metastasized to 

other organs with no ovarian involvement (Class 6), ovarian cancer metastasized to other 

organs with no oviductal involvement (Class 7), gastrointestinal cancer with no reproductive 

involvement (GI Only), and no cancer (Normal).  

Histopathological classifications range from grades 1-3, and are based on mitotic 

developments and cellular differentiation (Barnes et al., 2008). Grade 1 albuminous 

adenocarcinomas have well-differentiated glands and tubules, and no mitotic figures. Grade 2 

albuminous adenocarcinomas have some mitotic figures, but the glands are poorly 

differentiated. Grade 3 albuminous adenocarcinomas are considered to be undifferentiated, 

with mitotic figures present. Adenocarcinomas with squamous differentiation closely 

resemble the upper layer of the epithelium. 

Similar to the hen, the classification system for differentiation of human ovarian 

cancer cells ranges from poorly to well-differentiated (Giles et al., 2004). The avian 

reproductive tract is highly secretory, therefore, histological sub-types cannot be accurately 
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assigned. Albuminous adenocarcinomas can originate in the ovary as well as the oviduct 

(Giles et al., 2004).  

The term albuminous indicates that at least some of the tumor cells contain protein 

that resembles the protein albumin, which is found normally in the glands of the magnum. 

The presence of albumin may indicate that a hen is still ovulating and producing eggs, but its 

presence in avian tissues does not suggest the site of cellular origin. While the Barua et al., 

2009 classification system for avian ovarian neoplasms is appropriate for small-scale studies, 

a comprehensive classification system is required for large-scale preclinical trials in order to 

accurately reflect the full range of reproductive tumors in the hen. 

The system presented in the current study allows for investigators to classify the 

reproductive tumor incidence in the hen at the conclusion of large-scale chemopreventive 

trials. Accurate gross and histological classification systems for hen reproductive 

malignancies provide greater insight into neoplasm development as a model for human 

gynecological cancers.  

 

5.4 Future Applications 

CP-31398 has the potential to serve as a method of ovarian cancer prevention in both the 

human and the hen. The hen is a model of spontaneous ovarian cancer development that is 

not possible with other animal models (Stakleff et al., 2003). In the hen, ovarian cancer leads 

to decreased productivity and a decline in the overall health of a hen. At appropriate doses, 

CP-31398 could help extend the livelihood of older flocks. 
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 There are many factors contributing to high ovarian cancer rates in women and hens. The 

incessant ovulation hypothesis suggests that repeated damage to the ovarian surface 

epithelium caused by follicular rupture and repair may lead to DNA damage, mutations, 

dysplasia, and the development of neoplasms within the ovarian tissue (Fathalla, 1971). 

Ovulation rates are decreased by factors like oral contraception, caloric restriction, and 

increased gravidity, parity, and lactation (Carver et al., 2011; KK Tsilidis, 2011; LJ 

Havrilesky, 2013).  

The average age at menarche is decreasing worldwide, with 12.5 years of age being the 

mean in the United States (Anderson and Must, 2005). The rising rates of childhood obesity 

are partially to blame for early menarche. The hormones estrogen and progesterone are 

cholesterol derivatives, and rise with increased body fat composition. Earlier onset of puberty 

offers a greater opportunity for mutations to occur. In addition to early menarche, a rising 

trend for women in the United States is to wait until later in life to reproduce, and, therefore, 

often having fewer children. Decreased gravidity has been shown to increase a woman’s risk 

for ovarian malignancies (Tsilidis et al., 2011). 

 Ovarian cancer is an aggressive disease that is often left undiagnosed until late stages, 

leaving little chance for recovery and remission. The current study supports the use of the 

synthetic styrylquinazoline CP-31398 as a method of chemoprevention, using the hen as a 

model for the spontaneous development of human ovarian cancer. CP-31398 targets ovarian 

cancer at the molecular level by rescuing mutant p53, and resuming normal cellular activity. 

Mutant p53-targeting molecules like CP-31398 can be used as a means of ovarian protection 

in the adult hen. CP-31398 exhibits great promise for cancer prevention, yielding up to a 
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77% reduction in ovarian cancer rates in the hen. CP-31398 significantly lowers the 

incidence of ovarian adenocarcinomas in the hen model, and is an effective tool for 

chemoprevention against ovarian malignancies that could eventually be applied to human 

cancer prevention.  
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